Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) typically has a very poor prognosis; PDAC is the fourth leading cause of cancer death, and the 5-year survival rate of PDAC is only 8%.^[@bib1]^ Currently, there are 2 preferred first-line therapeutic options for patients with advanced PDAC, *nab*-paclitaxel with gemcitabine^[@bib2]^ and FOLFIRINOX (combination of fluoropyrimidine, leucovorin, irinotecan, and oxaliplatin).^[@bib3]^ Overall response rates of these regimens are comparable (20%\~30%), and there are no robust data favoring one over the other. With the recognition that PDAC is a biologically heterogeneous disease, a more precise or personalized approach would require novel individual tumor biomarker-based determinants. Identification of biomarkers that have potential to predict which patients are more or less likely to have favorable response or prognosticate survival is an unmet need for patients with PDAC. Choosing a more effective therapy upfront is imperative, especially for patients with locally advanced PDAC, as an effective therapy can downstage the tumor, improve curative resection rates, and potentially eradicate micrometastatic disease. In contrast, a noneffective therapy may result in disease progression.

Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) has potential as a noninvasive tool for early evaluation of PDAC response to treatment. Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma is typically hypoperfused due to significant tumor sclerosis creating elevated interstitial pressure, which compresses tumor feeding vessels.^[@bib4],[@bib5]^ An effective therapy induces acute necrosis, leading to reduced interstitial pressure and consequentially increased perfusion.^[@bib6]^ As DCE-MRI can measure tissue perfusion by monitoring the dynamic change of MRI contrast agents introduced intravenously,^[@bib7]--[@bib10]^ it may detect perfusion increase in responding PDAC during early stages of therapy.

However, variability in DCE-MRI measurement across different time^[@bib11]--[@bib13]^ and scanners^[@bib14]^ remains a major concern that restricts the clinical application of quantitative DCE-MRI. Intrascanner variability over time leads to errors in therapy monitoring, whereas interscanner variability impedes comparing quantitative data among institutes to establish standard value for accurate diagnosis. To minimize MRI scanner-dependent variation, one approach is to use an external phantom with known contrast concentration, as the pattern and extent of the variation can be detected using the phantom value measured by the scanner. As DCE-MRI measurement varies across time, it would be ideal for a small phantom to be imaged concurrently in the bore of a standard MRI scanner with a patient to ensure the accuracy of human data in real time.

A static phantom composed of multiple units with different contrast concentrations was originally proposed to reduce variation in DCE-MRI measurement.^[@bib15]^ However, there are several concerns with this approach. First, the movement of contrast agents in vivo causes additional signal reduction not replicated by a static phantom. Second, most B1 mapping techniques are T1 dependent, thus the flip angles (FAs) of static phantom components with high contrast concentrations (low T1 values) may not be accurately calculated, especially in high-field MRI.^[@bib16]--[@bib19]^ Third, a static phantom only contains a limited number of components, which may lead to significant fitting errors. Thus a perfusion phantom that dynamically changes contrast concentration, replicating human tissue, would be a more reliable tool.

A point-of-care perfusion phantom was recently developed for accurate and reproducible DCE-MRI measurement across different scanners and time.^[@bib20]^ This phantom is compact enough to be imaged with a human subject and large enough not to suffer from partial volume effect. This phantom was tested in abdominal DCE-MRI of healthy volunteers, and significant improvement in data reproducibility across 2 different 3 T MRI scanners was demonstrated.

We hypothesize that quantitative DCE-MRI--based analysis with this phantom can identify early therapeutic response in PDAC. This manuscript describes our recent success of testing this hypothesis in a single-center pilot clinical study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Patients
--------

This study was approved by our institutional review board, and followed the Declaration of Helsinki and International Conference on Harmonisation Good Clinical Practice guidelines. All patients signed informed consent forms fully disclosing the investigational nature of the study before enrollment. The health insurance portability and accountability act was strictly observed. We prospectively recruited 8 patients with newly diagnosed PDAC. Patients with safety contraindications to MRI examination (determined by standard clinical screening), and those on hemodialysis or with acute/chronic renal failure were excluded from the recruitment. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the clinical information of the 8 participants. Seven participants were white men (mean age, 65; age range, 46--78 years), and 1 participant was an African American woman (aged 66 years). Seven patients had locally advanced pancreatic cancer (LAPC) as defined by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network, whereas 1 patient had 4 small liver metastases (\<5 mm) on presentation. Multiphasic intravenously contrast-enhanced standard-of-care CT was obtained in all participants before and at 8 ± 1 and 18 ± 3 weeks after therapy initiation. Tumor boundary was determined on the CT images by a board-certified radiologist with over 20 years of experience in gastrointestinal radiology and blinded to therapy and clinical findings. Before therapy initiation, the mean tumor long axis was 39 ± 15 mm (mean ± SD). Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging was obtained before and at 8 ± 1 weeks after therapy initiation. The detailed therapeutic modality and schedule (dosage and timing) were within the discretion of our oncologists, but first-line therapy was composed only of chemotherapeutic agents. Tumor response was assessed by RECIST 1.1 criteria. During the 18 weeks of therapy, 2 patients partially responded (PR), 4 patients had progressive disease (PD), and 2 patients had stable disease (SD). In this manuscript, the SD was denoted as SD−, because the tumor size was decreased, but the extent was not sufficiently large to be classified as PR. Both PR and SD− are categorized as responding group in this manuscript.

###### 

Clinical Information of 8 Participants

![](rli-54-16-g001)

Perfusion Phantom
-----------------

Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A shows a photograph of the perfusion phantom. The phantom was designed using computer-aided design software, SolidWorks (Dassault Systemes American Corp, Waltham, MA), and 3D printed using a Stratasys Objet30 Pro (Eden Prairie, MN) with VeroClear material. The detailed performance mechanism of this device was described in the previous manuscript.^[@bib20]^ In brief, the phantom is composed of top and bottom chambers separated by a semipermeable membrane with pore size of 12\~14 kD (SpectrumLabs, Rancho Dominguez, CA). Before use, both chambers are filled with degassed and deionized water. After starting DCE-MRI, a contrast agent (gadoteridol; 100 mM) is infused to the top chamber at a constant rate (0.06 mL/s; 3 mL) using a syringe pump (NE-1600; New Era Pump Systems, Inc, Farmingdale, NY), displacing the water in the top chamber. Then the contrast agent within the top chamber diffuses to the bottom chamber. The contrast concentration change in the bottom chamber was linear for 10 minutes (0.11 mM per minute), when independently measured using liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry detection.^[@bib21]^

![Point-of-care perfusion phantom for quantitative DCE-MRI of the abdomen. A, Photograph of a perfusion phantom, when a penny is used as a size reference. Contrast agent is transferred to the phantom via a plastic tube, as indicated with an arrow. B, Photograph of a phantom package with dimensions, containing 3 perfusion phantom components at the center (P1--P3) surrounded by thermal insulation material (polyurethane foam). C, Illustration of the phantom package located under a patient.](rli-54-16-g002){#F1}

Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B is a photograph of the phantom package with dimensions containing the triplicate perfusion phantom (P1--P3). Employing multiple phantom components not only increases the signal-to-noise measurement ratio, but also allows detection of any functional error should it occur in one of them. All phantom components were surrounded by thermal insulation material (polyurethane foam) to reduce heat transfer from the patient.

Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C shows the schematic of a patient lying on the phantom package. Two small leather cushions were placed near the phantom package to match its thickness, and a fiberglass cushion was placed between it and the patient for additional thermal insulation and patient comfort. A torso phased array coil was placed around the patient and the phantom package.

Clinical MRI Protocol
---------------------

All participants were asked to refrain from eating solid food or caffeinated drinks for at least 4 hours before imaging. Two 3 T MRI scanners (GE Signa and SIEMENS Prisma) were used, and scanner selection was primarily chosen by availability. The GE scanner (scanner A) was used for 6 patients (patients 3--8), and the SIEMENS scanner (scanner B) was used for 1 patient (patient 1). One patient (patient 2) was imaged in the GE scanner before therapy, but subsequently the SIEMENS scanner was used. Each scanner was equipped with a dual-channel transmit radiofrequency coil for improved B1 field homogeneity. Before imaging, B0/B1 shimming was conducted, and B1 mapping was followed using vendor\'s software.^[@bib22],[@bib23]^ In both scanners, a 3D fast spoiled gradient echo sequence was used for DCE-MRI. The imaging parameters of 2 MRI scanners were selected to most closely match each other as follows: in scanner A (field of view, 400 × 360 mm; frequency/phase encoding, 192/160; matrix size, 256 × 230; slice number, 12; thickness/gap, 5/0 mm; FA, 15 degrees; TR/TE, 3.8/2.1 milliseconds; NEX, 1; SENSE factor, 2; and temporal resolution, 2.91 seconds) and in scanner B (field of view, 400 × 320 mm; frequency/phase encoding, 192/156; matrix size, 384 × 312; slice number, 10; thickness/gap, 5/0 mm; FA, 15 degrees; TR/TE, 4.9/2.5 milliseconds; NEX, 1; SENSE factor, 2; and temporal resolution, 2.34 seconds). Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging was applied for 9 minutes, whereas gadoteridol (0.1 mmol/kg) was injected intravenously 30 seconds after starting DCE-MRI and followed by saline flush (20 mL) at a constant rate (2 mL/s). Gadoteridol (100 mM) was infused to the perfusion phantom 15 seconds after starting DCE-MRI at a constant rate (0.06 mL/s; 3 mL). Before DCE-MRI, T1-weighted images with various FAs (2, 5, and 10 degrees) were obtained for T1 mapping.^[@bib24]^ T1-weighted imaging was conducted in a free-breathing mode for 30 seconds, and the images obtained at expiration phase was automatically selected and averaged per each FA. Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging was also conducted in a free-breathing mode, and images acquired at expiration phase were automatically selected and coregistered.^[@bib25]^

Image Processing
----------------

Image processing was accomplished in 8 steps. First, DCE-MRI images were coregistered using expiration-phase B-spline method.^[@bib25]^ Second, the local variation of FA was assessed by B1 mapping.^[@bib22],[@bib23]^ Third, T1 maps were obtained using the various FA approach.^[@bib24]^ Fourth, contrast maps were obtained using the method of Bokacheva et al.^[@bib26]^ During T1 and contrast mapping, the FA variation over the field of view was corrected using B1 maps. Fifth, a look-up table (LUT) correlating the reference contrast enhancement curve (CEC) (obtained by liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry detection) with the measured ones (by MRI) was created. Sixth, the arterial input function (AIF) was determined from the abdominal aorta as described in a previous manuscript.^[@bib27]^ Hematocrit (HCT) was measured for each patient every 1 to 2 weeks during therapy as a standard of care, and used to retrieve plasma input function (PIF) from AIF using equation, PIF = AIF/(1-HCT). Seventh, the contrast maps and PIF were corrected using the LUT (see "Appendix B" of the previous manuscript for details^[@bib20]^). Eighth, the map of K^trans^, volume transfer constant, was created using the extended Tofts model.^[@bib28]^ K^trans^ values in each tumor region were averaged. Image processing was implemented using a laboratory-made software package based on LabVIEW (National Instruments Co, Austin, TX), which was validated using digital reference objects created by Dr Daniel Barboriak (Duke University, Durham, NC) and Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Alliance.^[@bib29]^

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

Data are presented as means ± SD and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Statistical difference was evaluated with 1-way analysis of variance,^[@bib30]^ and considered significant when *P* value was less than 0.01. The repeatability of CEC of perfusion phantom was determined by intraclass correlation coefficient.^[@bib31]^ All statistical analyses were implemented using SAS, version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).

RESULTS
=======

For a 12-month period, DCE-MRI was applied for 8 PDAC patients before and at 8 weeks after starting first-line chemotherapy, and the tumor K^trans^ change of each patient was analyzed. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A shows representative DCE-MRI images from a patient with an LAPC in the pancreas neck indicated by the white arrow in each subfigure, before (baseline) and at 2 and 8 minutes after contrast injection. Three phantom components (P1--P3) imaged together with the patient are demarcated with white rectangles in the first subfigure. Two different gray scales were applied (0\~700 for patient images; 0\~3000 for phantom images) to present both images in high contrast. To date, no phantom-driven artifacts interfering with participant anatomy or pathology visualization have been observed. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B shows the contrast maps of the 3 perfusion phantoms at 2, 5, and 8 minutes after contrast injection. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C shows the CECs of the perfusion phantoms, along with the mean value. The CEC repeatability was larger than 0.99 in all measurements. No participants reported additional pain or discomfort induced by the phantom.

![DCE-MRI images with the perfusion phantom. A, Representative DCE-MRI images of a patient having a tumor in the pancreas neck before (baseline) and at 2 and 8 minutes after contrast injection. The tumor and phantom regions are indicated with arrows and white rectangles, respectively. B, Contrast maps of 3 phantom components (P1--P3) at 2, 5, and 8 minutes after contrast injection. C, Contrast enhancement curves (CECs) of the 3 phantom components (P1--P3) and the mean. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of 3 CECs was higher than 0.99.](rli-54-16-g003){#F2}

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows graphical LUTs obtained from the perfusion phantom on each imaging day at the center slice in either scanner A or scanner B. The LUT amplitude varied widely across time and scanners. Of note, the amplitudes of 2 LUTs obtained on the same day were approximately 20% different (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A, "December 11, 2017" data sets). Furthermore, the LUT variation was observed across image slices as well. Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A presents the K^trans^ maps of a patient at the first, sixth, and 11th image slices before (upper row) and after data correction (lower row) using LUTs. Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C show the K^trans^ values in the paravertebral muscle and liver, respectively, over 12 slices before and after data correction. The magnitude and pattern of data variation over the image slices were different at each acquisition time.

![Graphical look-up tables (LUTs). A and B, Graphical LUTs at the center image slice on each imaging day in either (A) scanner A or (B) scanner B.](rli-54-16-g004){#F3}

![K^trans^ variation across different image slices. A, K^trans^ maps of a patient at the first, sixth, and 11th image slices before (upper row) and after data correction (lower row). B and C, K^trans^ values over 12 image slices before (black circles) and after data correction (white squares) averaged in the (B) paravertebral muscle or (C) liver of the patient in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A.](rli-54-16-g005){#F4}

Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A shows the K^trans^ maps of representative responding and nonresponding patients after phantom-based data correction (see Supplementary Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 1, which presents the K^trans^ maps of all 8 patients, <http://links.lww.com/RLI/A398>). The baseline tumor K^trans^ of all participants was 0.081 ± 0.035 min^−1^ (95% CI, 0.025 to 0.137 min^−1^) after data correction without statistical difference between responding and nonresponding groups (*P* = 0.6233). Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B summarizes the tumor K^trans^ change (%) before and after data correction. Before data correction, the K^trans^ change of responding tumors was 69% ± 23% (95% CI, 32%--106%), whereas that of nonresponding tumors was −1% ± 41% (95% CI, −65%--64%) (*P* = 0.0247). After correction, the data variation was significantly reduced; the K^trans^ change of responding tumors was 73% ± 6% (95% CI, 64% to 82%), and that of nonresponding tumors of −0% ± 5% (95% CI, −7% to 8%) (*P* \< 0.0001). For comparison, the size changes of the responding and nonresponding tumors were − 12% ± 4% and 18% ± 15%, respectively, during the same period (*P* = 0.0100). The tumor K^trans^ values of all 8 participants over 8 weeks of first-line chemotherapy before and after phantom-based data correction are presented in the Supplemental Digital Content 2, <http://links.lww.com/RLI/A399>.

![Tumor K^trans^ change during 8 weeks of chemotherapy. A, K^trans^ maps of 2 representative patients responding (patient 6) or nonresponding (patient 3) to therapy after phantom-based data correction. Tumor region is indicated with an arrow in each subfigure. B, Tumor K^trans^ change (%) for 8 weeks before and after data correction, when responding and nonresponding tumors are indicated with hallow and gray circles, respectively.](rli-54-16-g006){#F5}

DISCUSSION
==========

To our knowledge, this is the first investigator-initiated clinical study in PDAC showing that the increase in tumor perfusion correlates significantly with chemotherapeutic response, consistent with previous preclinical data.^[@bib6]^ Although the sample size was small, the statistical power to detect the difference in tumor K^trans^ change between responding and nonresponding groups was 100% at type I error level of 0.0001 after perfusion-phantom--based data correction. Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging was considered to have potential for detecting the altered perfusion in PDAC lesions after an effective therapy, but the measurement variation was the major concern, preventing DCE-MRI to be used as a standard-of-care tool for PDAC therapeutic response assessment. The perfusion phantom used in this study allowed significant reduction of variation in quantitative K^trans^ across time, scanners, and image slices. Because the mean K^trans^ difference between the responding and nonresponding tumors was 73% at 8 weeks after starting therapy, this technology may be used in the future to detect PDAC responses even earlier (eg, 4 weeks). If so, one possible clinical application of this method is to guide neoadjuvant therapy. The clinical impact of neoadjuvant therapy for PDAC is controversial and an ongoing research area.^[@bib32]^ The primary rationale of neoadjuvant therapy for locally advanced PDAC is to improve the selection of patients for whom resection may not offer a survival advantage by excluding those who rapidly progress to metastasis during preoperative therapy. Second, the neoadjuvant systemic therapy would facilitate the treatment of the possible micrometastases. Thus it is intuitive that early administration of appropriate neoadjuvant therapy can lead to optimal survival outcomes for locally advanced PDAC patients. For resectable PDAC patients, this proposed method applied in the neoadjuvant setting would enable early determination of whether the therapy should be continued to facilitate margin-negative resection or whether immediate surgical operation should commence before tumor size change.

One limitation of quantitative DCE-MRI--based therapy-monitoring strategy is that the positive therapeutic efficacy can be evaluated only when therapy is tumoricidal. In theory, if an effective therapy kills tumor cells, the interstitial pressure is reduced, and then intratumoral perfusion is increased.^[@bib6]^ This may not hold true for agents with a tumoristatic response. For instance, the tumor of patient 8 (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) in this study was not enlarged for 8 weeks, and the tumor K^trans^ did not increase during the same period either. In contrast, the tumor size of patient 5 decreased only 6%, but the tumor K^trans^ increased 67%.

Another concern of this method is that the tumor perfusion is not only influenced by tumor cellularity, but also by extracellular matrix. Thus, if a therapy regimen contains an agent manipulating the extracellular matrix, data interpretation may be complicated. For example, Akisik et al^[@bib33]^ demonstrated the perfusion of PDAC was significantly reduced after a dual combination therapy including sorafenib, a kinase inhibitor having antiangiogenic effect. Thus, the change of DCE-MRI parameters following different therapeutic modalities including immune therapy or irradiation would need to be further investigated in future studies.

In conclusion, the perfusion phantom used in this study is portable, inexpensive, easily used, and allowed reduction in variance of quantitative K^trans^ measurement in patients with PDAC. It has potential to enhance precision for standard-of-care early therapeutic monitoring. However, this phantom will need to be tested, optimized, and validated in a larger multi-institutional study before being accepted for routine clinical use.
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